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LIVES ARE DIVIDED: THE BIOPOLITICS OF LIBERAL PEACE 

By Lauren Gallimore 

 

“lives are divided into those representing certain kinds of states and those representing 

threats to state-centred liberal democracy, so that war can then be righteously waged on 

behalf of some lives, while the destruction of other lives can be righteously defended.” 

Judith Butler 

 

Throughout the 20
th
 century liberal democracy established itself as an ascendant form of life. 

Through the proposition of democratic peace, this specific form of life has been promoted as 

productive of better global order by liberal commentators drawing from Kants’ ‘Perpetual Peace’ 

(1983), such as Michael Doyle (1986). Thus, liberal democratic political principles such as, free trade, 

juridical equality, liberty and democracy (Dunne 2010) permeate Western political foreign policy and 

are understood by these states to be the preeminent way of promoting global peace
1
. Further 

reinforced by the notion that democratic states do not go to war with one another (Babst 1972), the 

idea of democratic peace has gained prominence as the most “influential liberal contribution to the 

debate on the causes of war and peace” (Rosato 2003:1). Nonetheless, while peace through 

democracy is undoubtedly desirable, one must consider the implications for humanity in fulfilling this 

political goal. In this light, Judith Butler’s work has argued that advanced liberal democracies promote 

war as a legitimate political tool for relieving life from the condition of war. This essay will explore the 

philosophical considerations of this critique and examine the possible contradictions of liberal regimes 

attempting to promote liberal peace.  

Moving beyond typical democratic peace theory critique, which argues that democratic peace 

represents American imperialism (see Rosato 2005), it has been observed that liberal conceptions of 

war, and its relation to peace, have created legitimacy for the global promotion of logistical life
2
. Julian 

Reid (2006:5) has elaborated on Michel Foucault’s (1979) thesis that power has moved beyond the 

‘politics of control’ into the ‘politics of the social control of the body as a species’. He argues that 

                                                           
1For example the Clinton Administration’s (1993) focus on democratic enlargement in its foreign policy or the 
reassurances by U.S President George Bush to liberate Iraq of its tyrannical Baathist regime and to replace it with 
‘freedom and democracy’ in 2003 (Plattner 2008). 
2Logistical life or a ‘biohuman’ as understood by Reid ( 2006b) “is a life lived under the duress of the command to 
be efficient, to communicate one's purposes transparently in relation to others, to be positioned where one is 
required, to use time economically, to be able to move when and where one is told to, and crucially, to be able to 
extol these capacities as the values for which one would, if necessary, kill and die for”.  
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liberal societies identify logistical life as the preeminent means for creating order within international 

society by promoting the technological and economic infrastructures on which it has come to rely. 

Thus we have moved beyond the politics of governing states as territorial entities, as mainstream 

critiques of imperialism suggest, and towards moves to govern life itself (Foucault 2008), based 

around an ideology of peace and humanity. 

Liberal governance, it can be argued, has taken charge of life insofar that any political resistance 

(previously communism and now terrorism) is deemed to be an attack on life itself, rather than on 

liberal idealism (Dillon and Reid 2009). Thus the quest for peace creates a paradoxical state of 

perpetual war which is necessary to ensure that the freedom upon which liberal governments rely is 

maintained and proliferated (Reid 2006). Western conceptions of liberal war and its relation to peace 

can therefore be argued to have reinforced the notion that in order to promote life, liberal democracies 

must be prepared to accept the consequences of death. Dillon and Reid (2009) powerfully put this 

notion into perspective, stating that “liberalism is committed to waging war on behalf of life”(2009:5) 

therefore “liberal rule...decides, implicitly or explicitly, whom to correct and whom to punish, as well as 

who shall live and who shall die...so that life can be made to live” (2009:87). 

By constantly defining what it is not (pre-modern/tyrannical/oppressive), the liberal regime 

reinforces boundaries between forms of life deemed compatible with their security and those that are 

considered threatening (Reid 2006 8-12). Mark Duffield (2007) has explained that “the ripple effects of 

poverty, environmental collapse, civil conflict or health crisis require international management as 

they do not respect geographical boundaries. Otherwise they will inundate and destabilize Western 

society (Duffield 2007:1)
3
. Therefore, autocratic or non-liberal states and their citizens that do not 

conform to Western conceptions of modernity- such as promoting economic development (Edkins 

2000)- are represented as a threat to totalising conceptualisations of global development and security 

(Duffield 2007:111). This provides legitimacy for non-liberal population groups to be biopolitically 

acted upon.  

Wars in the form of humanitarian intervention- such as in Kosovo 1999- provide an example of 

the manner by which non liberal populations are identified as being underdeveloped thus ‘insecure’ 

(Duffield 2007). In the process of ‘securing’ these lives collateral damage is accepted as permissible 

‘for the greater good’, revealing the utilitarian nature of liberal intervention (Chandler 2002). Moreover, 

as “infrastructure transformation and renewal is a strategic aim of liberal rule and war” (Dillon and 

Reid 2009:153) it can be considered that humanitarian aid agencies have increasingly become used, 

as what the former US Secretary of State, Colin Powell, describes as the ‘force multipliers’ (Powell 

2001) of liberal war. The once neutral development of solid infrastructures by humanitarian aid 

agencies to relieve human suffering can be argued to have been mobilized biopolitically. This occurs 

in order to disseminate technological and physical systems of governance deemed necessary by 

liberal societies to maintain security. Governance becomes the site where the “war, to remove war 

from the life of the human, in constituting the biohuman, is either won or lost” (Dillon and Reid 

2009:153).  

                                                           
3The U.S Agency for International Development Democracy and Governance Plan (USAID) has development plans 
on almost every continent, identifying that the perceived threat of the ‘ripple effect’ is considered to be very real for 
the US to maintain its security. 
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This conception of ‘making life live’, raises questions of what constitutes life from a liberal 

perspective. Does only a life that is economically prosperous constitute living? Is it only worthy of 

saving because it shows potential to be conditioned into ‘our’ way of living? In what way must the 

‘other’ be reformed to maintain ‘our’ security? If we consider the ‘life’ at stake in humanitarian 

interventions, it is not saved out of its moral and ethical intentions; it is saved in the name of the 

desire for productive life in a future by which the logic of democratic peace is reinforced (Dillon and 

Reid 2009). Life in this conceptualisation, is therefore understood to be what Judith Butler (2005:33-

63) would describe as being precarious, because its actual recognition as a life relies upon its 

perceived value in the calculations of distant policy makers. A further point here to consider the 

underlying racism of such biopolitical divisions, as any division of species into its potentiality to exist - 

even if that potentiality is politically motivated or understood - is fundamentally biological, thus racist 

(Duffield 2007:193). 

To maintain such liberal frameworks as natural, as David Campbell (2010:234) explains the 

“operations of disciplinary power” must be constructed through specific repetitions and practices 

whereby liberal assemblages reinforce the identity presented as the ‘genuine’ representation of reality 

(Campbell 2010). Thus, strategic narratives help to construct public support for military campaigns 

(Butler 2005) whereby whole populations are mobilised for war (Reid 2006:29). In the lead up to the 

Iraq (2003) invasion, George W. Bush continually used religiously reinforced and fear inducing 

language
4
 to sustain the notion that the liberal way of living was in danger

5
. Bush depicted the US as 

being ‘good’ and Saddam Hussein as ‘evil’, and in doing created a rhetoric surrounding the invasion 

of a “righteous call to arms” (Ivie 2000:63). By portraying the U.S as ridding the world of evil, ‘the evil 

character of an enemy was [then] to blame, thereby absolving US citizens and the US government of 

any guilt’ (Bush in Ivie 2000:63). Constructing this narrative carefully through the media and 

presidential speeches the notion became reified that the destruction of Iraqi lives was permissible 

(see Bush 2003). The reality of the war became construed as something protecting American citizens 

(inside) from the perceived risk presented by Saddam Hussein (outside), and was eventually justified 

because the citizens of Iraq were framed as being liberated (Ivie 2007) moving towards a democratic 

peace. 

However, the case of Iraq is in fact an example of how the U.S in its previous attempts to 

promote liberal life, helped to establish the risk it was opposing. During the 1980’s, in support of 

Saddam Hussein’s regime against the Soviet Union, the US provided Iraq with dual use technology 

knowing that it could result in the development of chemical weapons (Campbell 2011). However, any 

critique of this nature post 9/11 was considered as creating excuses for the terrorist threat, of which it 

(falsely) accused Saddam Hussein of being involved in and was therefore omitted from the debate 

(Butler 2005). Instead of meaningful analysis an ‘us’ versus ‘them’ rhetoric was continually reinforced 

through the statement ‘you’re either with us, or you’re with the terrorists’ (Butler 2005:XIII).  

                                                           
4Bush 2003 “the UN concluded in 1999 that Saddam Hussein had chemical weapons sufficient to produce over 
29,000 litres of anthrax, enough doses to kill several millon people...this congress and the American people must 
regocnise another threat evidence from intelligence sources...reveals that Saddam Hussein aids and protects 
terrorists” 
 
5Bush 2001. “On September 11, enemies of freedom attacked our country..” 
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The negative effect of creating this discourse is that by dividing lives into those that are 

considered human and those that are not, the Bush administration paved the way for the illiberal 

treatment of people who lived in these ‘evil’ regimes. Any human described as evil becomes 

demonised, therefore beyond the treatment afforded to the human (Butler 2009)- thus allowing for the 

abuse of the human rights and freedoms of which liberal society is proclaiming to uphold. This 

highlights a fundamental paradox in the claim for the US to lead the way into a moral and ethical 

world (Butler C 2007). Evidence of the liberal mistreatment of non-liberal lives can be seen in the way 

in which the US allowed its soldiers to torture detainees in Guantanamo Bay and Aru Graib. In 

detaining suspected terrorists indefinitely the US did not retain the liberal freedom of the right to a 

lawyer or a trial (in most cases), all of which are established rights in the Geneva Convention (Butler 

2005:50). 

It can be considered then, that the ‘winning hearts and minds’ discourse surrounding the 

occupation of Iraq fails to consider the cost of such ideologies. By engaging in activity where an 

excess of  100,000 civilians have been killed, where water systems have been deliberately poisoned 

and communities destroyed (Ivie 2007), the promotion of liberal life can only be considered likely to 

further fuel that in which it seeks to end (hatred and resistance). By underestimating the influence 

wars have on the societies involved, the aim of liberal societies to create peace through war, 

essentially creates the future wars in which they seek to cease (Campbell 2011).  

To conclude, by dividing lives into those that represent liberal democratic nations, and those that 

do not, liberal democracies have created a paradigm in which some life-forms are considered more 

valuable than others. As a result of this, it can be argued that lives that do not fit within the specific 

framework of sustainable living- as a way of promoting human security and development (Duffield 

2008)-are considered weak, vulnerable or hazardous to Western society, in order to justify 

reconstructive war. The discourses of liberal war are ‘framed’ in specific ways to rally public support 

for such state behaviour, as liberal democracies cannot unjustifiably go to war with other states 

without legitimating its moral, ethical or just cause and expect to maintain public support (Dillon and 

Reid 2009). In the case of the ‘war on terror’ these justifications can only be considered to have 

promoted opportunities for the further spread of hostility towards Western nations .As such, by 

promoting democratic peace through the notion of war the U.S in particular, can be considered to 

have only reinforced the destabilisation of its own ideological process (Freedman 2005).  
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